
A license that combines the world's most advanced

Collection Elieux(creative awards) and Elys Station (sales space by VR).
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Elieux License
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Top 100 event

judges from

different fields

General

participant

Publicity for

customers of

each licensee

B to B

●14 licensee companies (1 company per 1 field) *Here below are

companies under negotiations and potential business partners

Technology Art, game Entertainment Beauty Gourmet Other

National 
museum

Licenser : Elieux (Elstyle.co.ltd)
Business domain: Creative licensing business

Carry out the industry-integrated creative projects of a brand that has been

granted European national certification (including trademark registration), and

which utilizes an international team, by collaborating with 14 advanced global

specialist companies. Accomplish a consistent global project concept that

crosses international and cultural borders.

Appeal for front-line creativity (artistic value)

Global and international image strategy

PR strategy for domestic

and international clients

People of high-end

culture segments who

are interested in culture

art and who are highly

literate in the field

Challenge: As a brand licensing business for Elieux, the concept of which is to “examine the true nature people and

the earth and beautify it,” our challenge is to develop this project by expanding the ongoing business of licensees.

Attracting guests

Invite the judges, VIPs,

industry affiliates, and

mecenat Longchamp members

with a specialized agent

●Business contents: Elieux project management

1.Implement Elieux project (ecology count)

2.Participate as Elieux event sponsor/partner

3.Cultivate our own brand, expand PR, and perform business operations

through the project

Organize and execute the

events. French Event

Company With up com

Host overseas events in 5 continents

Publicize as a leading international

creative award sponsor

Organize and execute the events

Event operation outsourcing :

Delegates various operations and

duties to professional companies

Conceptual promotion that combines products from different companies (presents

the concept of ecological lifestyle across the boundaries of different fields).

Realize PR with great synergy and a clear concept by combining sales networks

and utilizing and sharing PR opportunities and media (PR and customers).
Shop development both

domestically and

internationally

2018-2020 Trial consignment sales Paris

Galeries Lafayette

Hotel	Ritz HANAWA

Merci Select	shop

2018-2020 Trial consignment sales & internet sales 2020 VR Arts & Technology Mall

TOKYO

open

NY

open

PARIS

open

International

Elieux Station	open

Collection Elieux International

Elieux License Scheme

Licensee

Store	candidate

Lcense fee

royalties

Project plan

presentation
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We are now in the time when artistic sensitivity is highly valued in various businesses, but the present condition of domestic art market is

confused and obscure. A brand new world standard project licensing which enhances added value of a creative (artistic) brand is launched

by an international planning promoter who has thoroughly considered domestic and international markets. It presents a clear brand concept

for the international creative (art) development globally, artisticly facilitate a new event award which puts out a refined real message with

high quality and high added value, and create a licensing project business.

Ideas within creative (a variety of culture art and music) industry lean towards growth and expansion with a profit-oriented

standard, confusing “what kinds of things are really good?” and “what is the truth?” Culture art exists as a fragmented

industry which lacks a prominent creative (art) specialized company leading the time as real art. Therefore, it is our

mission to create an art market which beautifies people and the earth by hosting a world standard global award to

facilitate art, carrying out a creative licensing project and by pursuing the value of true nature.

1. By cooperation with the French event company Elstyle Co., Ltd., run the event smoothly taking the flow of Elieux planning office’s business

construction process to aim for the development of art.

2. Organize ELstyle Co., Ltd.’s planning project system, and build a licensing project which respects a brand offering creative (artistic) value.

3. Consignment sales will be for products aimed at general public, and directly-managed store (theme park) development will be established with

both B to B and products for general public in mind. For those reasons, events will be treated as trail PR / marketing, measuring the scale of license.

Based on the above, preparation will be started in 2 directions initially, and licensing business where both companies carry out as a unit

will be developed in early stage.

Develop as a sales service business for products from each company (consignment, Elieux shop, theme park)

Develop as an event service business Elieux Station licensing business development

Licensing business development Ⅰ Licensing business development Ⅱ

The process of licensing development : Construct a system for licensees and ELstyle Co., Ltd., assuming the licensing project development

Collection Elieux International

Purpose and process of License
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Contents . Specific contents of event
Product and

Service

Business

type

PJ01

Trial Experience Studio,

for a First-Hand

Experience of the Latest

Eco Level Products

This is the demonstration space where top judges from every field, as well as celebrities, models,

and other participants from around the world, will test newly-developed products and services from

all of the companies involved. It is also the space where the actual filming of commercials will take

place. (Recording of video, etc.) Automobiles, consumer electronics, ecology-related products of all

sorts, beauty products of all sorts

Technology ·

beauty

products,

arts

Manufa

cturer /

Artist

PJ02

Fashion, Technology, and

Art Shows

Products and artistic works will be displayed for visitors to view. Art, accessories, miscellaneous goods,

fashion, and shows of all sorts (including dance and many other artistic performances) will be

presented on stage, all with a view to making humanity and the planet more beautiful. Visitors will

also have the chance to purchase the products displayed here on the spot.

Technology ·

Beauty

products, Art

expression

Manuf

acturer

/ Artist

PJ03

A Regal Party with a

Heart of Hospitality

At the event's cocktail party space, items relating to all forms of culinary culture and party services,

from food products to dishware, will be displayed. We will provide hospitality as seen through the

Japanese sense of aesthetics, and an ecology of the soul.

Food, drinking

water, party

service

Food /

service

industry

PJ04

Surprise Message

DVDs, from Our

Venue to the World

This will be an international version of a New Year's card, over 20 billion of which are delivered

within Japan during the holiday period. Visitors can send message cards, captured on DVD for our

event about making humanity and the world more beautiful, to their loved ones. The videos

recorded for these DVDs can also be purchased online and sent as email attachments. The DVDs

themselves can be sent as hand-signed, premium cards.

Delivery service Delivery

industry ·

Music

PJ05

Art Patronage and

Event Tour, for

Experiencing the

Cutting Edge of

Creativity

Mécénat (French for "artistic patronage") VIPs invited to Collection Elieux will have a first-hand

experience of the leading edge of the world's creative arts scene on this tour. It also includes an

invitation to an exclusive mécénat VIP cocktail space with a select group of 100 leading judges, from

all industries and from around the world. The cost of the tour includes a contribution to an arts

fund, and participants will be recognized as founding supporters of the event. As founding

supporters, they will be presented with tickets to every subsequent year's edition of the event. Our

partnership with a magazine means that the story of this trip will be written in the most

unforgettable, unsurpassable way.

Tour (travel)

service ·

Publishing

business

Travel

industry

PJ06

Project Direction Implementing the direction of the project. We recruit 14 licensee companies, operate events, and

implement overall project direction. Along with the 14 licensee companies, we implement media

projects including voting messages from SNS and crowdfunding, in collaboration with TV dramas. We

will carry on increasing excitement by creating the charm of events and enthusiam towards awards.

Advertising

agency

Advertisin

g

To provide a contents of requested by a licensee in PJ01 - PJ11

Elieux Eco Level License Contents
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Contents . Specific contents of event
Product and

Service

Business

type

PJ07

Project Direction Crowd Funding and Global Online Voting We are implementing a media plan involving event

documentaries involving (celebrity) presenters for this project, as well as voting messages from SNS

and crowdfunding in order to increase excitement around the events. Live viewing takes place on

large-screen TV, and online voting takes place via the Internet. This is a stage where 7.2 billion

people play the lead roles in offering their support. This is connected to the (general) voting by the

online audience on the day.

Online video

distribution /

ticket sales

service

IT ·

Media

PJ08

International Event

Volunteer Experience

We have started the international Elieux volunteer project, beautifying humans and the world. We

create and broadcast

programs. With a volunteer experience version of the 80s participatory TV program "Takeshi's Castle",

we've carried out an international experiential tour recruiting ordinary people as participants. As a

volunteer dispatching business, we will not only carry out annual events, but also recruit participants

to volunteer in situations such as natural disasters, for environmental causes, and to assist in

developing countries - people who wish to contribute to society - and connect them with the places

where they are needed.

Volunteer

dispatch

service

TV

station

PJ09

Creation of Documentary

for this Project

This records the process of this project being created. The documentary includes interviews with 100

judges who are leaders in their industries, as well as introducing them, and going around the world to

create events. From before the events take place, right up until the day of the event, this binds

together the thoughts of a large number of judges, participants, and staff.

Event

management

service · Media

IT ·

Media

PJ10

Starting the Eco Label

Count System

The chemicals used in receipts are extremely harmful. Receipts are digitalized, stored for a short

time on the mobile phone of the purchaser and also sent to accounting to facilitate an increase in

business efficiency. The eco label count system has been started.

Online

information

communication

service

IT

PJ11

Elieux Station Elieux

Technology Mall

Opening

Elieux Station has opened, combining a technology mall that

brings together world-leading creatives, with an amusement park which is as beautiful as an art

gallery. The project seeks out new creativity that will bring forth added value to meet the needs of

the next era. We have created the only technology mall which brings together world-leading

creatives.

Station

construction /

production /

software

development

IT ·

Service

industry

0. 11 0 2 10 8 2 2 0 2 1 11 0. , 9?@G3B:H=F@:A3@G3;DC>@<=CH:A :C<3H?=3EFDE=FHK3D>36DAA=;H@DC37A@=IJ 8CH=FC:H@DC:A3

To provide a contents of requested by a licensee in PJ01 - PJ11

Elieux Eco Level License Contents
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Items subject for a licensing agreement are: registered rights such as patent, utility model, design and trademark, pending intellectual property, rights related

to trade secret, technical secret, know-how, circuit placement and literary work.

“General enforcement (the right to use)” gives an implementation / usage right to plural right holders, and licensees will be plural. Exclusive enforcement

(usage) right gives an implementation / usage right to an independent, and requires registration to the Patent Office.

In addition, whether the license recipient can give implementation (usage) consent (re-consent) to the third party is prescribed by a mutual agreement.

Implementation (usage) fee will be determined by the licensing fee paid at the time of contract, shop operation cost and percentage of the sales.

License rules

License
A

License
B

License
C

License
D

License
E

License
F

License
G

License
H

License
I

License
J

License
K

License
L

���	�� ����

������ ��	�

��		

License Basic	

contract	fee

6,000 4,000 2,000 1,000 600 400 200 100 40 10 4 0

License	fee

Event	sponsors	charge	

included

30,000 20,000	 10,000 5,000 3,000 2,000 1,000 500 200 50 20 0

Royalty

to	total	sales

3% 4% 5% 7% 10% 12% 15% 17% 20% 25% 30%
35%

Total

36,000

Royalty

24,000

Royalty

12,000

Royalty

2,000

Royalty

3,600

Royalty

2,400

Royalty

1,200

Royalty

600

Royalty

240

Royalty

60

Royalty

24

Royalty

Royalty

������"��������#$
�$ �!�"����� ��� ���%���&	����� ��%���&����� ���%���&����� ���%���&��� 
��%���&����� 	
�%���&�����

Individual,	ArtistCompany

Unit:	$	100

Smaller	Companies

License rule and License fee

License fee
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Contents . Specific contents of event
Product and

Service

Business

type

PJ07

Project Direction Crowd Funding and Global Online Voting We are implementing a media plan involving event

documentaries involving (celebrity) presenters for this project, as well as voting messages from SNS

and crowdfunding in order to increase excitement around the events. Live viewing takes place on

large-screen TV, and online voting takes place via the Internet. This is a stage where 7.2 billion

people play the lead roles in offering their support. This is connected to the (general) voting by the

online audience on the day.

Online video

distribution /

ticket sales

service

IT ·

Media

PJ08

International Event

Volunteer Experience

We have started the international Elieux volunteer project, beautifying humans and the world. We

create and broadcast

programs. With a volunteer experience version of the 80s participatory TV program "Takeshi's Castle",

we've carried out an international experiential tour recruiting ordinary people as participants. As a

volunteer dispatching business, we will not only carry out annual events, but also recruit participants

to volunteer in situations such as natural disasters, for environmental causes, and to assist in

developing countries - people who wish to contribute to society - and connect them with the places

where they are needed.

Volunteer

dispatch

service

TV

station

PJ09

Creation of Documentary

for this Project

This records the process of this project being created. The documentary includes interviews with 100

judges who are leaders in their industries, as well as introducing them, and going around the world to

create events. From before the events take place, right up until the day of the event, this binds

together the thoughts of a large number of judges, participants, and staff.

Event

management

service · Media

IT ·

Media

PJ10

Starting the Eco Label

Count System

The chemicals used in receipts are extremely harmful. Receipts are digitalized, stored for a short

time on the mobile phone of the purchaser and also sent to accounting to facilitate an increase in

business efficiency. The eco label count system has been started.

Online

information

communication

service

IT

PJ11

Elieux Station Elieux

Technology Mall

Opening

Elieux Station has opened, combining a technology mall that

brings together world-leading creatives, with an amusement park which is as beautiful as an art

gallery. The project seeks out new creativity that will bring forth added value to meet the needs of

the next era. We have created the only technology mall which brings together world-leading

creatives.

Station

construction /

production /

software

development

IT ·

Service

industry

Elieux License paymen

License Project No. PJ01- PJ10 Sales of your products and services in exposition Collection Elieux, shop of Elieux

Station will be the source of revenue for your company. We will receive 3%(in case of license A) of the amount of

sales as the royalty.

License Project No. PJ11, Admission fees of Elieux Station (Your company is an owner) will be the source of

revenue. In the initial stages, new VR will be released similar to movies, and experience tickets will be purchased.

We are responsible for direction and art direction of the VR software creation based on the license agreement.

Your company or an external expert professional VR production company will conduct the production, and all of

Elieux Station's total revenue(ticket ,entrance fee, VR annual contracts such as for TV reception fees) will be

received by your company. We will receive 3% (in case of license A) of the amount of sales as the royalty.

Type of License

Contents . Specific contents of event
Product and

Service

Business

type

PJ01

Trial Experience Studio,

for a First-Hand

Experience of the Latest

Eco Level Products

This is the demonstration space where top judges from every field, as well as celebrities, models,

and other participants from around the world, will test newly-developed products and services from

all of the companies involved. It is also the space where the actual filming of commercials will take

place. (Recording of video, etc.) Automobiles, consumer electronics, ecology-related products of all

sorts, beauty products of all sorts

Technology ·

beauty

products,

arts

Manufa

cturer /

Artist

PJ02

Fashion, Technology, and

Art Shows

Products and artistic works will be displayed for visitors to view. Art, accessories, miscellaneous goods,

fashion, and shows of all sorts (including dance and many other artistic performances) will be

presented on stage, all with a view to making humanity and the planet more beautiful. Visitors will

also have the chance to purchase the products displayed here on the spot.

Technology ·

Beauty

products, Art

expression

Manuf

acturer

/ Artist
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Elieux Eco Level Lisence General Terms of Use (for Company, Individual)

Last updated April 1, 2018. Replaces the prior version in its entirety.

These terms govern your use of License including any Elieux Eco Level License (collectively “License”). By using the License, you agree to these terms. If you have entered into another

agreement with us concerning specific Services or License, then the terms of that agreement controls where it conflicts with these terms. As discussed more in Section 3 below, you retain

all rights and ownership you have in your content that you make available through the License at during the contract period.

1. How this Agreement Works.

1.1 Choice of Law. Your relationship is with ELstyle Incorporated, a Japan company, and the License are governed by the law of Japan. We do not seek to limit those rights where it is

prohibited by law.

1.2 Eligibility. You may only use the Services if you are over 13 years old.

1.3 Privacy. The Privacy Policy at governs any personal information you provide to us. By using the License you agree to the terms of the Privacy Policy.

1.4 License Usage Data. You have the option to share information with our license.

1.5 Availability. Pages describing the Services are accessible worldwide but this does not mean all Services or service features are available in your country, or that user-generated content

available via the Services is legal in your country. We may block access to certain License (or certain service features or content) in certain countries. It is your responsibility to make sure

your use of the Services is legal where you use them. Services are not available in all languages.

1.6 Additional Terms. Some License are also subject to the additional terms below (the “Additional Terms”). Any content that we provide to you (such as idea, planning, samples, etc.) are

licensed, not sold, to you, and may be subject to Additional Terms. New Additional Terms may be added from time to time.

1.7 Order of Precedence. If there is any conflict between the terms in this Agreement and the Additional Terms, then the Additional Terms govern in relation to that License.

1.8 Modification. We may modify, update, or discontinue the Services, License (including any of their portions or features) at any time without liability to you or anyone else. However,

we will make reasonable effort to notify you before we make the change.

2. Use of Service.

2.1 License. Subject to your compliance with these terms and the law. Items subject for a licensing agreement are: registered rights such as patent, utility model, design and trademark,

pending intellectual property, rights related to trade secret, technical secret, know-how, circuit placement and literary work. “General enforcement (the right to use)” gives an

implementation / usage right to plural right holders, and licensees will be plural. Exclusive enforcement (usage) right gives an implementation / usage right to an independent, and

requires registration to the Patent Office. In addition, whether the license recipient can give implementation (usage) consent (re-consent) to the third party is prescribed by a mutual

agreement. Implementation (usage) fee will be determined by the licensing fee paid at the time of contract, shop operation cost and percentage of the sales.

2.2 Elieux Intellectual Property. We (and our licensors) remain the sole owner of all right, title, and interest in the License. We reserve all rights not granted under these terms.

3. Your Product, Service.

3.1 Ownership. You retain all rights and ownership of your product, service at during the contract period. We do not claim any ownership rights to your product, service.

3.2 Licenses to Your Content in Order to Operate the Services. We require certain licenses from you to your content to operate and enable the Services.(ex. Elieux Station etc...) When you

upload content to the Services Elieux Station, you grant us a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free, sub-licensable, and transferrable License to use, reproduce, publicly display, distribute,

modify (so as to better showcase your content, for example), publicly perform, and translate the content as needed in response to user driven actions (such as when you choose to store

privately or share your content with others). This License is only for the purpose of operating or improving the Services.

3.3 Our Access. We will only access, view, or listen to your content in limited ways. For example, in order to perform the Services, we may need to access, view, or listen to your content

to (a) respond to support requests; (b) detect, prevent, or otherwise address fraud, security, unlawful, or technical issues; and (c) enforce these terms. Our automated systems may analyze

your content using techniques such as machine learning. This analysis might occur as the content is sent, received, or when it is stored. From this analysis, we are able to improve the

Services.

3.3 Our Access. We will only access, view, or listen to your content in limited ways. For example, in order to perform the Services, we may need to access, view, or listen to your content

to (a) respond to support requests; (b) detect, prevent, or otherwise address fraud, security, unlawful, or technical issues; and (c) enforce these terms. Our automated systems may analyze

your content using techniques such as machine learning. This analysis might occur as the content is sent, received, or when it is stored. From this analysis, we are able to improve the

Services.
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3.4 Sharing Your Product, Service.

Sharing. Some Services may provide opportunity that allow you to Share your content with other users or to make it public. “Share” means to email, post, transmit, upload, or otherwise

make available (whether to us or other users) through your use of the Services. Other users may use, copy, modify, or re-share your content in many ways. Please consider carefully what

you choose to Share or make public as you are entirely responsible for the content that you Share.

3.5 Feedback. You have no obligation to provide us with ideas, suggestions, or proposals (“Feedback”). However, if you submit Feedback to us, then you grant us a non-exclusive,

worldwide, royalty-free license that is sub-licensable and transferrable, to make, use, sell, have made, offer to sell, import, reproduce, publicly display, distribute, modify, and publicly

perform the Feedback.

4. Account Information.

You are responsible for all activity that occurs via this license. Please notify Customer Support immediately if you become aware of any unauthorized use of your out of outside the

license contract. You may not (a) Share your account information (except with an authorized account administrator) (b) use another person’s account. Your account administrator may use

your account information to manage your use and access to the Services.

5. User Conduct.

5.1 Responsible Use. The Elieux Licensees often consist of users who expect a certain degree of courtesy and professionalism. You must use the License responsibly.

5.2 Misuse. You must not misuse the License, or content that we provide to you as part of the Services. For example, you must not:

(a) copy, modify, host, stream, sublicense, or resell the License, or License content;

(b) enable or allow others to use the License, or License content using your account information;

(c) use the License or included in the License to construct any kind of database, Planning;

(d) access or attempt to access the License by any means other than the interface we provided or authorized;

(e) circumvent any access or use restrictions put into place to prevent certain uses of the License ;

(f) share content or engage in behavior that violates anyone’s Intellectual Property Right (“Intellectual Property Rights” means copyright, moral rights, trademark, trade dress, patent, trade

secret, unfair competition, right of privacy, right of publicity, and any other proprietary rights.);

(g) upload or share any content that is unlawful, harmful, threatening, abusive, tortious, defamatory, libelous, vulgar, lewd, profane, invasive of another’s privacy, or hateful;

(h) impersonate any person or entity, or falsely state or otherwise misrepresent your affiliation with a person or entity;

(i) attempt to disable, impair, or destroy the Services, License ;

(j) disrupt, interfere with, or inhibit any other user from using the Services (such as stalking, intimidating, or harassing others, inciting others to commit violence, or harming minors in any

way),

(k) engage in chain letters, junk mails, pyramid schemes, spamming, or other unsolicited messages;

(l) place advertisement of any products or services in the Services except with our prior written approval;

(m) use any data mining or similar data gathering and extraction methods in connection with the Services; or

(n) violate applicable law.

6. Fees and Payment.

6.1 Taxes and Third-Party Fees. You must pay any applicable taxes, and any applicable third-party fee (including, for example telephone toll charges, mobile carrier fees, ISP charges, data

plan charges, credit card fees, foreign exchange fees, foreign transaction fees). We are not responsible for these fees.

6.2 Each payment (annual contract, License fee) shall be made by Licensee by an irrevocable Letter of Credit in U.S. dollars in Licenser favor, or by such other method as Licenser and you

may from time to time agree.

6.3 Credit Card Information. If you do not notify us of updates to your payment method, to avoid interruption of your service, we may participate in programs supported by your card

provider to try to update your payment information, and you authorize us to continue billing your account with the updated information that we obtain.

7. Your Warranty and Indemnification Obligations.

7.1 Warranty. By uploading your content to the Services, you agree that you have: (a) all necessary licenses and permissions, to use and Share your content and (b) the rights necessary to

grant the licenses in these terms.

7.2 Indemnification. You will indemnify us and our subsidiaries, affiliates, officers, agents, employees, partners, and licensors from any claim, demand, loss, or damages,

including reasonable attorneys’ fees, arising out of or related to your content, your use of the Services or License , or your violation of these terms.
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8. Disclaimers of Warranties.

8.1 Unless stated in the Additional Terms, the Services and License are provided “AS-IS.” To the maximum extent permitted by law, we disclaim all warranties express or implied, including

the implied warranties of non-infringement, merchantability, and fitness for a particular purpose. We make no commitments about the content within the Services. We further disclaim any

warranty that (a) the Services or License will meet your requirements or will be constantly available, uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free; (b) the results that may be obtained from

the use of the Services or License will be effective, accurate, or reliable; (c) the quality of the Services or License will meet your expectations; or that (d) any errors or defects in the

Services or License will be corrected.

8.2 We specifically disclaim any liability for any actions resulting from your use of any Services or License . You may use the Services or License at your own discretion and risk, and you

are solely responsible for any damage to your computer system or loss of data that results from the use and access of any Service or License.

9. Limitation of Liability.

9.1 Unless stated in the Additional Terms, we are not liable to you or anyone else for: (a) any loss of use, data, goodwill, or profits, whether or not foreseeable; and (b) any special,

incidental, indirect, consequential, or punitive damages whatsoever (even if we have been advised of the possibility of these damages), including those (x) resulting from loss of use, data,

or profits, whether or not foreseeable, (y) based on any theory of liability, including breach of contract or warranty, negligence or other tortious action, or (z) arising from any other claim

arising out of or in connection with your use of or access to the Services or License. Nothing in these terms limits or excludes our liability for gross negligence, for our (or our employees’)

intentional misconduct, or for death or personal injury.

9.2 Our total liability in any matter arising out of or related to these terms is limited to US $100 or the aggregate amount that you paid for access to the Service and License during the

three- month period preceding the event giving rise to the liability, whichever is larger. This limitation will apply even if we have been advised of the possibility of the liability exceeding

the amount and notwithstanding any failure of essential purpose of any limited remedy.

9.3 The limitations and exclusions in this Section 9 apply to the maximum extent permitted by law.

10. Termination.

10.1 This Agreement remain in three year a period, and shall be automatically renewed. 10.2 Termination by You. You may stop using the License at termination deadline (period of three

years) of contract. (notify at least six months prior to termination)Termination of your any obligation to pay any outstanding fees. 10.3 Termination by Us. If we terminate these terms for

reasons other than for cause, then we will make reasonable effort to notify you at least 30 days prior to termination via the email address you provide to us with instructions on how to

retrieve your content. Unless stated in Additional Terms, we may, at any time, terminate your right to use and access the Services or License if:

(a) you breach any provision of these terms (or act in a manner that clearly shows you do not intend to, or are unable to, comply with these terms);

(b) you fail to make the timely payment of fees for the License or the Services, if any;

(c) we are required to do so by law (for example, where the provision of the Services or License to you is, or becomes, unlawful);

(d) we elect to discontinue the Services or License, in whole or in part, (such as if it becomes impractical for us to continue offering License in your region due to change of law); or

(e) there has been an extended period of inactivity in your License.

10.3 Survival. Upon expiration or termination of these terms, any perpetual licenses you have granted, your indemnification obligations, our warranty disclaimers or limitations of liabilities,

and dispute resolution provisions stated in these terms will survive. Upon the expiration or termination of the Services, some or all of the License may cease to operate without prior

notice.

11. Investigations.

11.1 Screening. We do not review all content the License at eny time, but we may use available technologies or processes to screen for certain types of illegal content (for example, child

pornography) or other abusive content or behavior (for example, patterns of activity that indicate spam or phishing, or keywords that indicate adult content has been posted outside of

the adult wall).

11.2 Disclosure. We may access or disclose information about you, or your use of the Services, (a) when it is required by law (such as when we receive a valid subpoena or search

warrant); (b) to respond to your requests for customer service support; or (c) when we, in our discretion, think it is necessary to protect the rights, property, or personal safety of us, our

users, or the public.

12. Export Control Laws.

The License, Services, content, and your use of the License, Services, and content, are subject to Japan. and international laws, restrictions, and regulations that may govern the import,

export, and use of the License, Services, and content. You agree to comply with all the laws, restrictions, and regulations.
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13. Dispute Resolution.

13.1 Process. For any concern or dispute you may have, you agree to first try to resolve the dispute informally by contacting us. If a dispute is not resolved within 30

days of submission, you or ELstyle must resolve any claims relating to these terms, the Services, or the License through final and binding arbitration, except that you

may assert claims in small claims court if your claims qualify.

13.2 Rules. If you reside in the Japan, JAMS will administrate the arbitration in Tokyo to its Comprehensive Arbitration Rules and Procedures. If you reside in Australia,

New Zealand, Japan, mainland China, Hong Kong S.A.R., Macau S.A.R., Taiwan, South Korea, India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal, or a member state of the Association of

Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), then the Singapore International Arbitration Centre (SIAC) will administer the arbitration in Singapore under its Rules of Arbitration,

which rules are deemed to be incorporated by reference in this section. Otherwise, the London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA) will administer the arbitration in

London under the LCIA Arbitration Rules. There will be one arbitrator that you and ELstyle both select. The arbitration will be conducted in the native language, with

simultaneous translation into Japanese(at the expense of the party presenting the witness). Judgment upon the award rendered may be entered and will be enforceable

in any court of competent jurisdiction having jurisdiction over the parties.

13.3 No Class Actions. You may only resolve disputes with us on an individual or single company basis, and may not bring a claim as a plaintiff or a class member in a

class, consolidated, or representative action.

13.4 Injunctive Relief. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event of your or others’ unauthorized access to or use of the License or content in violation of these terms

you agree that we are entitled to apply for injunctive remedies (or an equivalent type of urgent legal relief) in any jurisdiction.

14. Compliance with Licenses.

If you are a business, company, or organization, then we may, no more than once every 12 months, upon seven 7 days’ prior notice to you, appoint our personnel or

an independent third party auditor who is obliged to maintain confidentiality to inspect (including manual inspection, electronic methods, or both) your records, systems,

and facilities to verify that your use of any and all License or Services is in conformity with its valid Licenses from us. Additionally, you will provide us with all records

and information requested by us in order to verify that its use of any and all License and Services is in conformity with your valid licenses from us within 30 days of

our request. If the verification discloses a shortfall in Licenses for the License or Services, you will immediately acquire any necessary licenses. If the underpaid fees

exceed 5% of the value of the payable license fees, then you will also pay for our reasonable cost of conducting the verification.

15. Modification.

We may modify these terms or any additional terms that apply to a Service or License to, for example, reflect changes to the law or changes to our Services or License.

You should look at the terms regularly. We will post notice of modifications to these terms on this page. We will post notice of modified additional terms in the

applicable Service or License. By continuing to use or access the Services or License after the revisions come into effect, you agree to be bound by the revised terms.

16. Confidentiality. Licensees hold in strict confidence, and shall not disclose, directly or indirectly, to any third party or make a publication of any technical, economic,

financial, marketing or other information received or discerned pursuant to this Agreement (hereinafter called the “Confidential Information”) without prior written

approval of the disclosing party.

17. Miscellaneous.

17.1 English Version. The Japanese version of these terms will be the version used when interpreting or construing these terms.

17.2 Notice to ELstyle. You may send the notices to us at the following address: ELstyle, Level 11 Aoyama Palacio Tower Kitaaoyama Minato-ku Tokyo.

17.3 Notice to You. We may notify you by email, postal mail, postings within the Services, or other legally acceptable means.

17.4 Entire Agreement. These terms constitute the entire agreement between you and us regarding your use of the Services and License and supersede any prior

agreements between you and us relating to the License.

17.5 Non-Assignment. You may not assign or otherwise transfer these terms or your rights and obligations under these terms, in whole or in part, without our written

consent and any such attempt will be void. We may transfer our rights under these terms to a third party.

17.6 Severability. If a particular term is not enforceable, the unenforceability of that term will not affect any other terms.

17.7 No Waiver. Our failure to enforce or exercise any of these terms is not a waiver of that section.

18. DMCA.

We respect the Intellectual Property Rights of others and we expect our users to do the same. We will respond to clear notices of copyright infringement consistent

with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (“DMCA”).

ELstyle, Level 11 Aoyama Palacio Tower Kitaaoyama Minato-ku Tokyo.
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Elieux Station Video (movie) 

Please carefully handle (https://youtu.be/wN9eMqOti7c) as it contains the images of a totally yet-to-be-released project.
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Thank you very much for giving up for time for Elieux today.

Collection	Elieux International	 Address	:	Level	11	Aoyama	Palacio	Tower	Kitaaoyama Minato-ku	Tokyo			Tel	:	81(0)3-5778-5256					E-mail	:	info@elieux.com

Web	:		Event	:Collection	Elieux https://www.elieux.com/ev-english/

Web	:	site	of	license	project of	2014 http://elieux.blogspot.com

Contact


